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Abstract 
Amongst construction materials wood offers a unique potential for deriving complex spatial 
geometries from its grown fibrous structure. The inherent material properties such as grain direction, 
can be used as generative parameters for innovative timber structures. With the possibilities of 3D-
scanning and Computer Tomography, the anatomy of wood can be exploited as a design driver for 
spatial structures. This paper introduces a design concept of utilizing natural forked branches as 
components in structural frameworks. 
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1. Introduction 
Trees naturally form intricate configurations of roots, branches, leaves etc. that correspond to multiple 
forces and conditions. As a result, wood is a dynamic inhomogeneous material with varying densities, 
directional grain and a complex geometry. 
We believe wood offers a potential for an aesthetic of complexity by its heterogeneous material 
properties and its grown form, but also to novel structural models. The aim of this project is to explore 
the relationship between material and space and more specifically with an intention to translate the 
(grown) complexity of wood into architectural experience using forked branches as naturally 
optimized structural nodes (Müller, Konnerth, Gindl-Altmutter, Kaserer, Keckes [1]) in complex 
structures. 

2. Aims 
The research presented in this paper attempts to understand the complex and irregular parts of trees as 
a potential. The wood industry considers these as disadvantageous, because branch nodes disrupt the 
desired homogeneity and structural performance of linear timber profiles. With an alternative concept 
of following the inherent logic of wood elements and utilizing them accordingly we will be able to 
activate a hidden potential and eventually transform the presumed disadvantage into a benefit. 
This would increase the value of non-standard tree parts — they no longer serve only as a source 
material for chip- and fiber-boards or fuel —  and activate their potential for construction. 
Our research represents a quest to develop rulesets for assembly as well as design methods for the use 
of these parts in structural architectural schemes. 
The present paper describes an ongoing research and is partially a report of undertaken surveys but it 
also includes speculations on possible outcomes and future investigations. 

3. Digital Nature 
3D Scanning Technology and computational tools allow us to cope with the complexity of naturally 
grown unique elements such as branch nodes and consider a “non-standard approach” (Schindler, 
Tamke, Tabatabai, Bereuter [2]) to structural design. 
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As an approach to generate/design structures from natural tree parts we choose a method of 
simplification in a digital model. The geometrical complexity of the individual pieces is reduced to a 
minimum maintaining the basic typological principles in an axis model. The basis of this method of 
working is a digitized catalogue of 3D scanned branch nodes.  
Tools such as Microsoft ™ Kinect, Artec Eva and photogrammetric software capture geometry as 
textured 3D envelopes. For the studies presented here this method is providing the basic data in the 
form of 3D mesh geometry and a sufficient amount of information to approximate the digitized 
elements’ structural performance. Computer Tomographic Technology (eg. Microtec CT Log) 
additionally registers internal structures, offering more advanced data sets for future investigations. 
Evaluating branch forms in various tree species suggests the use of hard wood branch nodes as 
architectural/structural components. Deciduous trees have branches of larger diameters in relation to 
the trunk than those of conifers and they form crowns which are usually not yet considered for 
construction. 
For the present studies we are working with branches of Hornbeam (carpinus betulus) which is 
characterized by a high rigidity and a tendency to extensive branching. In empirical tests we observed 
in a sample set of 154 Y-branches an average crotch angle of 42.7°, ranging from a minimum of 16.8° 
to a maximum of 62.2°, of which 87% are within a range of 30°- 55°. The set contains elements that 
are unequal but very similar. The same range of angles occurs across all generations/scales of branches 
within the sample tree crown which allows for tests in models of small scale to approximate geometric 
properties of full scale configurations. 

3.1.  Abstraction Principles and Control Geometry  
A given set of forked branches is 3D scanned and the digitized data simplified into approximated axis 
models. Each branch can be represented by 4 points and 3 lines. The node-element represented in 
modules with three line segments is used as a ‘Y’ - typology .  

Figure 1: from 3D scan to axis model 

Eventually the axis models serve as reference geometry to eventually reposition the original scan 
models into the assembled configuration and thus allow for designing specific joints and modification 
of the physical parts further along in the process of our research. 

4. Aggregation Principles  
To stay close to the principle of the tree with its layout of continuous (bifurcating) fibers we set up an 
assembly concept in which branch nodes are joined in extension of the wood grain to form a 
potentially endless continuum. We aim to develop spatial frameworks for architectural purpose made 
from wooden parts exclusively, but without being yet fixed/tied to a specific use. To allow for a 
maximum flexibility and range of possible applications we conceptualize configurations of Y-elements 
with their open ends joined to form (closed) cells to provide general structural integrity and bracing. 
This offers possibilities for multidirectional orientation and load bearing capacity by maintaining the 
objective of fiber and grain continuity. The emerging configurations assemble the Y-elements into 
bifurcating space loops. 
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Figure 2: connection principle 

In a first series of studies we examine possible geometrical formations and methods of control and 
generative logic. All occurring operations/principles can be categorized as instances of “discrete 
element aggregations”. 
4.1. Discrete Element Aggregation 

Figure 3: intuitive studies 

Based on findings from intuitive physical and digital models we set up a computational process for 
aggregating repetitive and regular structures based on mathematical-geometrical principles. Depending 
on the defined aggregation rule set patterns consisting of e.g. hexagon cells can be formed using the 
branches as edges:  
 - 2D patterns of polygonal cells 
 - 3D grids/packing of platonic solids 
With the Wasp Plugin (Rossi [3]) for the 3D modeling environment Rhinoceros/Grasshopper (McNeel, 
Rutten), such regular patterns can be achieved by duplicating and aggregating one Y-branch element 
applying the respective ruleset. In a second step each instance of the identical duplicates is randomly 
replaced by one (simplified) representation of a “real” specimen from the digitized catalogue, each 
with a different crotch/reflex angle. The resulting discontinuous pattern is modified with the 
employment of a relaxation algorithm using Kangaroo for Grasshopper (Piker [4]). The algorithmic 
definition is programmed with constrained angles within each Y-element, variable length/distance 
between modules and a goal set to align adjacent branch axis. The simulation results in a slightly 
modified irregular pattern of identical typology but with adjusted edge-lengths and an angle variance 
stemming from the scanned catalogue. 

Figure 4: spatial framework: regular — mismatching — optimized 
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Randomness is used in a first step in a process of handling formations composed of sets of unequal 
elements. In subsequent steps we aim at introducing means of control according to local and global 
design goals and conditions. 

5. Structural Evaluation 
The resulting formations are tested with regard to ideal structural performance and potential function 
and in future steps adjusted accordingly in a feedback system. 
A sample volume is populated with an irregular grid of modules and tested in a structural simulation 
with Karamba3d for Grasshopper (Preisinger [5]). Differently oriented aggregations of the same 
pattern are tested, each with gravitational loads and supports set at the bottom ends. Fig. 5 shows the 
maximum deformation in each instance. The alternative geometries are evaluated with the goal to find 
an optimized orientation of the structural members. 

Figure 5: structural analysis: deformation in different aggregations 

At the moment of writing this paper, additional tests are being made with different types of grids and 
modules as well as analysis of different types of forces. 

6. Conclusion and Outlook: 
A key quality and challenge of the proposed method is the tension between control and coincidence.  
Further research will investigate structural performance and potential function of various aggregations 
as well as methods of structural optimization. 
With the aim of arriving at full scale prototypes there is an ongoing development of joint details for 
optimal load transmission. 
The researchers will further explore the relationship of the angle spectrums occurring in various tree 
species and geometric and structural possibilities and limitations. 
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